CORPORATE PARTIES

The Complete Corporate Party – Just One Call Away
From the minute you walk in the doors, you’ll detect an all-new approach to bowling.
Corporations across Canada are discovering that it has all the makings of the ideal party. And
this could be the easiest party you’ve every planned!

6 Reasons Why Bowling is Becoming the Corporate Party of Choice:
⇒
⇒
⇒
⇒
⇒
⇒

Price (just compare this to the cost of a golf tournament)
Everyone Can Play
Weather is a Non-factor
Today’s Bowling Centres Offer a Variety of Activities
A Relationship/Team Building Environment
This Party Conforms to Your Schedule

The Perfect Party Solution for Today’s Corporate Culture
⇒

⇒
⇒
⇒
⇒

From its year-round availability to comfortable surroundings and a warm welcome,
bowling offers the ideal solution for party and participant.
No doubt, a huge part of the appeal for participants is that anyone can enjoy bowling.
Young or old; experienced or novice, and don’t forget everyone can participate.
But the popularity of bowling has just as much to do with the atmosphere and aura as it
does with the final score. In the comfort of today’s modern bowling centre, we’ve got all
the equipment you need, electronics scoring, and everyone is part of a team.
Add friendly service from a staff that always enjoys a party and some new added
innovations to bowling. Ask about “glow in the dark” bowling….a great idea for a unique
corporate get-together.
A single call to BowlBC will put you in touch with the Bowling Professional that will pull
your entire party together, at a price that is going to make the boss smile.

Create your own Corporate Bowling Team
⇒
⇒
⇒
⇒

A weekly activity for your employees
A great way for employees to socialize outside the workforce.
Various times and days of the week are available even right after the work day has
been completed.
All centres have the expertise to help organize your team.

When the games are over and the last toast has been made, you’re going to agree:

Bowling is a Real Party!!

BOWL BC
www.bowlbc.com or (604) 522-2990

